
HERMIT CRABS IN ROOM 66!

Pets in the Classroom Lesson Plan

Welcome to the 
Adventures of  Our Class 

Pets!



In the beginning…….

After an intro unit on pets, our class decided to 
adopt hermit crabs.  We learned about their needs 
and care from online research, information sheets 
from pet stores, and books from our school library.  
We then proceeded into the process of 
incorporating our new pets into the classroom 
routines.  

We used pet at our group table as a reward to 
encourage students to participate in writing 
activities, a weakness for one class.  An example 
of an acrostic poem for one our crabs is on the 
next page.  

We had a class observation diary, where students 
would record information observed while our pets 
were visiting their group tables.  Their 
observations often included questions as to why 
something happened, such a physical change to 
the crab, and we’d turn this inquiry into an online 
research opportunity, or reading lesson for facts 
and details.  Examples of those are also attached.  



Language Arts Writing Assignment incorporating poetry 
writing with classroom pets:



Example of Reading Comprehension Activity 
incorporating inquiry based on observation of pets :



Myths Comprehension Selection, page 2:



Bridging lessons on anatomy and life cycles were a 
wonderful way to incorporate our classroom pets in 
our science program.  Student ongoing engagement 
promoted understanding of vocabulary and concepts 
related  to hermit crabs and inspired development of 
crabitat building as a related STEM opportunity. 



The most exciting adventures of our class pets resulted 
from our created Adoption Program.   As holiday season 
approached, and students were more confident in the 
classroom routines regarding pet card, we established a 
classroom adoption program.  This allowed students to 
take hermit crabs (we had five at this point), home for 
the extended weekends and week long vacation 
periods.  

Attached is an example of the adoption agreement form 
we created.  It also allowed the parents and community 
to be a part of our special hermie community, which 
was a wonderful responsibility and awareness project.  
To this day, students still request to be a part of our pet 
adoption program.  Parents praised the opportunity to 
work with their children at home in such a hands-on 
program, and our observation journals are well read 
and preserved.  Student writing, record keeping , and 
observing skills have greatly improved from their 
involvement and our classroom is a favorite spot for 
special lunches, so students can use any free time with 
our hermies.  








